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Pakistan's Sovereignty and the Killing of Osama Bin Laden
By Ashley S. Deeks

Introduction 

On May 2, 2011, U.S. forces entered
Pakistan—without the Pakistani
government’s consent—to capture or kill
Osama Bin Laden.  In the wake of the
successful U.S. military operation, the
Pakistan Government objected to the
“unauthorized unilateral action” by the
United States and cautioned that the

event “shall not serve as a future precedent for any state.”[1] Former President Musharraf
complained that the operation violated Pakistan’s sovereignty.[2] The episode implicates a
host of important legal and political issues.  This Insight focuses on one of them: when
may one state use force in another state’s territory in self-defense against members of a
non-state armed group, and what constraint does the principle of sovereignty impose on
that action?

Non-state actors, including terrorist groups, regularly launch attacks against states, often
from external bases.  When a state seeks to respond with force to those attacks, it must
decide whether to use force on the territory of another state with which it may not be in
conflict.  Absent consent from the territorial state or authorization from the United Nations
Security Council, international law traditionally requires the state that suffered the armed
attack to assess whether the territorial state is “unwilling or unable” to unilaterally suppress
the threat.[3] Only if the territorial state is unwilling or unable to eliminate the threat may the
victim state lawfully use force.  This Insight explores the scope of that test and considers
what types of factors the United States might have taken into account in concluding that
Pakistan was “unwilling or unable” to address the threat posed by Bin Laden.

Background

A. Armed Conflict with Al Qaeda

Both the Bush and Obama Administrations have taken the view that the United States is in
an armed conflict with al Qaeda.  In the U.S. Government’s view, al Qaeda undertook an
armed attack against the United States on September 11, 2001, which triggered the U.S.
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right of self-defense consistent with Article 51 of the U.N. Charter.  Perhaps the most
controversial aspect of this position is the U.S. argument that this conflict can and does
extend beyond the “hot battlefield” of Afghanistan to wherever members of al Qaeda are
found.[4] For the United States (and others that adopt this position), once a state is in an
armed conflict with a non-state armed group, that conflict follows the members of that
group wherever they go, as long as the group’s members continue to engage in hostilities
against that state (either on the “hot battlefield” or from their new location).

Those who support the view that armed conflicts have geographic limits as a matter of
international law usually begin with the proposition that one must determine the existence
of an armed conflict based on the facts on the ground in a particular state.  The hostilities
there between a state and an organized non-state actor must be protracted and intense for
an armed conflict to exist.  If the level of violence is sporadic or the non-state actors lack a
certain level of organization, no armed conflict exists, and any state wishing to address the
threat posed by those non-state actors must use law enforcement tools. 

These contrasting positions come into high relief in the Bin Laden case.  If the U.S. conflict
with al Qaeda is limited to the “hot battlefield” of Afghanistan (and possibly Yemen, Iraq,
and the border regions of Pakistan), then the United States could not lawfully have
targeted Bin Laden as a belligerent in an armed conflict.[5] If, alternatively, the U.S. conflict
with al Qaeda is not limited to “hot battlefields,” then the United States could make a
determination that Bin Laden was a lawful target under the laws of armed conflict, even
when unarmed and at home in his compound in Abbottabad. The United States clearly
made the latter determination.[6] However, this does not end the inquiry about whether
using force in Pakistan against Bin Laden was internationally lawful.

B. The “Unwilling or Unable” Test

International law restricts the situations in which a state may use force in the territory of
another state.  There are three situations in which such an act is lawful: pursuant to U.N.
Security Council authorization under Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter; in self-defense; or (at
least in some cases) with the consent of the territorial state.  Once a state concludes that it
has a right of self-defense, it must assess what specific types of actions it can take in
response, including whether it can use force.  The standard inquiry has three elements:
whether the use of force would be necessary; whether the level of force contemplated
would be proportionate to the initial armed attack (or imminent threat thereof); and whether
the response will be taken at a point sufficiently close to the armed attack (i.e., whether it
would be immediate).[7]

In determining whether it is necessary to use force against a non-state actor operating in
another state’s territory, the victim state must consider not just whether the attack was of a
type that would require force in response, but also the conditions within the state from
which the non-state actor launched the attacks.  In this latter evaluation, states, absent
consent, employ the “unwilling or unable” test to assess whether the territorial state is
prepared to suppress the threat.  If the territorial state is either unwilling or unable, it is
reasonable for the victim state to consider its own use of force in the territorial state to be
necessary and lawful (assuming the force is proportional and timely).  If the territorial state
is both willing and able, the victim state’s use of force would be unlawful.  Thus, if the
United States located a senior member of al Qaeda in Stockholm, it almost certainly would
be unlawful for the United States to use force against that individual without Sweden’s
consent, because there is no reason to believe that the Swedish government would be
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unwilling or unable to take appropriate measures against that al Qaeda member.

Although the test is easy to state, international law gives the United States (or any state in
a similar position) little guidance about what the “unwilling or unable” test requires.
Considerable state practice supports the existence of the test and reveals its historical
roots in neutrality law, but neither states nor scholars have discussed what the standard
means.  What facts should the United States have considered when evaluating Pakistan’s
willingness or ability to suppress the threat Bin Laden posed to the United States, NATO
and Afghan forces, and the security of other states that have suffered al Qaeda attacks? 
Does international law require the United States to ask Pakistan to take measures itself
before the United States lawfully may act?  If so, how much time must the United States
give Pakistan to respond?  What if Pakistan proposes to respond to the threat in a way
that the United States believes may not be adequate?

Based on an examination of state practice, it is possible to ascertain a few key principles
that the international community might expect a state using force (the “acting state”) to
follow.  The principles might include requirements that the acting state: (1) ask the territorial
state to address the threat and provide adequate time for the latter to respond; (2)
reasonably assess the territorial state’s control and capacity in the region from which the
threat is emanating; (3) reasonably assess the territorial state’s proposed means to
suppress the threat; and (4) evaluate its own prior interactions with the territorial state.[8]
However, an important exception to the requirement that the acting state request that the
territorial state act arises where the acting state has strong reasons to believe that the
territorial state is colluding with the non-state actor, or where asking the territorial state to
take steps to suppress the threat might lead the territorial state to tip off the non-state actor
before the acting state can undertake its mission.    

Applying the Test

In an August 2007 speech, then-Presidential candidate Barack Obama asserted that, if
elected, his Administration would take action against the leadership of al Qaeda in
Pakistan if the United States had actionable intelligence about al Qaeda targets in Pakistan
and then-President Musharraf failed to act.[9] Obama later clarified his position, stating,
“What I said was that if we have actionable intelligence against bin Laden or other key al-
Qaida officials . . . and Pakistan is unwilling or unable to strike against them, we
should.”[10] 

Based on the facts that have come to light to date, the United States appears to have
strong arguments that Pakistan was unwilling or unable to strike against Bin Laden.  Most
importantly, the United States has a reasonable argument that asking the Government of
Pakistan to act against Bin Laden could have undermined the mission.  The size and
location of the compound and its proximity to Pakistani military installations has cast strong
doubt on Pakistan’s commitment to defeat al Qaeda. The United States seems to have
suspected that certain officials within the Pakistani government were aware of Bin Laden’s
presence and might have tipped him off to the imminent U.S. action if they had known
about it in advance.[11] Further, it would have been reasonable for the United States to
question Pakistan’s capacity to successfully raid Bin Laden’s compound, given that he was
known to be a highly sophisticated and likely well-protected enemy. 

Pakistan might argue that it would have been able to stage an effective mission against the
compound, or that the United States at least should have constructed the mission as a joint
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operation, given that the two countries work closely together in other intelligence and
military contexts.  It also could point to the fact that it conducted searches for al Qaeda
leaders in Abbottabad in 2003 and in subsequent years, and that it passed on information
about the 2003 search to U.S. officials.[12] On balance, however, Pakistan’s defense of its
sovereignty in this case, while understandable from a political perspective, seems weak as
a matter of international law.

Conclusion

The facts and politics in this case make it unlikely that Pakistan’s defense of its sovereignty
will find significant international support.  Nevertheless, it would be useful as a matter of
international law for states to agree that the “unwilling or unable” test is the correct test for
situations such as the U.S. raid against Bin Laden in Pakistan and to provide additional
content to that test.  Doing so potentially could serve international law’s interests by
minimizing legal disagreements at times when political and factual disagreements are
running high.

About the Author:
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